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latter has the potential for a better signal-to-noise ratio, 
which improves the short-term performance of the clock 
as well as eases the stability requirements for the oscillator 
used to excite the atomic transition. 

The use of laser cooled atoms in atomic fountains will 
give access to new and unexplored fields of experimental 
physics. For example, the interaction of cold ( ~ 1 0 0 nK) 
atoms with surfaces is currently being studied. These at
oms have deBroglie wavelengths that are large compared 
with typical distances on a surface and with the range of 
the surface potential. High density fountains will also be 
used for extremely sensitive tests of the apparent charge 
equality of electrons and protons and time reversal invari
ance. 
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Laser cooling of neutral atoms 
H. Metcalf, SUNY-Stony Brook 

The past year has seen major advances and surprises in 
laser cooling of neutral atoms in optical molasses— 

an arrangement of counterpropagating laser beams that 
strongly damps the motion of atoms. For atoms at rest in 
equal intensity, oppositely propagating laser beams, the 
total force is, of course, zero. But for atoms moving in 
light tuned to a frequency below the atomic resonance, the 
traditional view of optical molasses was that the Doppler 
shift causes atoms to absorb light more strongly from the 
beams that oppose their motion. This produces a damping 
force that both cools the atoms and provides a viscous 
confinement within the intersecting laser beams (although 
there is no restoring force). In particular, the simple theory 
for two level atoms predicted that the lowest atomic kinet
ic energy would be hΥ/4, where Υ is the decay rate of the 
atomic state excited by the laser. For sodium atoms cooled 
on the yellow D-line transition, this corresponds to a tem
perature of 2 4 0 µK. 

In 1 9 8 5 , a group at Bell Labs 1 first observed a three-
dimensional optical molasses that exhibited the low tem
perature and viscous confinement predicted by the tradi
tional theory. Soon, however, measurements there and at 
NBS, Gaithersburg (now NIST) showed behavior incon
sistent with that theory. These experiements found that 

optical molasses was less sensitive to perturbations and 
more tolerant of alignment errors than was predicted by 
this theory. The biggest surprise was the observation by 
the group at NBS that the measured temperature of the 
atoms was as much as 1 0 times lower than the lowest 
temperature calculated from the theory, and this ~ 2 5 µK 
is the coldest known gas temperature in the universe. Oth
er labs have since confirmed this result. 

Confronted with this astonishing situation, two groups 
independently developed a more complete theory of opti
cal molasses than the simple one that was so resoundingly 
violated by measurements.3,4 This theory included more 
features of the atomic structure, and thereby produced the 
counter-intuitive result that more complicated atoms can 
be laser cooled more effectively than simple ones. Remark
ably, the Doppler effect that was so crucial to the tradi
tional view of laser cooling has essentially no role in the 
new cooling mechanism. Recent measurements confirm 
most of the qualitative aspects of the new theory. 

More recently, a group at Stony Brook 5 has demon
strated a new effect in a one-dimensional experiment that 
is within the framework of this new theoretical picture but 
had not been previously observed. That group has demon
strated cooling below the limit imposed by the older the
ory without the spatial or polarization gradients that char
acterize three-dimensional experiments. In these experi
ments, an applied magnetic field is used instead of optical 
gradients to perform the mixing among the multiple 
ground state sublevels that are involved in the cooling pro
cess. A similar effect has been observed by the group at 
Stanford. 
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